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Abstract: Mixed-use development is theoretically considered to enhance the residential value of an area. However, limited empirical research has focused on European and North American cities. HOPSCA is a real estate project that integrates hotels, offices, parks, shopping malls, conference centers, and apartments. As an important mixed-use development project in Chinese cities, HOPSCA is designed to improve the quality of urban life and to enhance the residential value of an area. Few studies have explicitly examined the effect of HOPSCA on residential property values, let alone linked this question to particular types of HOPSCA. To bridge this research gap, we selected Wuhan City in China as a case study to explore the effects of HOPSCA on residential property values. Specifically, we used the potential model to quantify the effects of HOPSCA and used the geographically weighted regression (GWR) method to estimate the relationship between HOPSCA variables and residential property values. The results are as follows: (1) the effects of HOPSCA on residential property values are statistically significant with positive and negative effects. The balanced-development HOPSCA generated the greatest effects, with the highest premium of 10.76% placed on residential properties. Moderate price premiums of 3.57% and 1.83% were generated under the influence of the commerce-oriented HOPSCA and housing-oriented HOPSCA, respectively. By contrast, the business-oriented HOPSCA exerted a negative effect on residential property (−2.43%). (2) Significant spatial heterogeneity exists on the effect of HOPSCA on residential property values. The results showed that the influence of different types of HOPSCA, viz. the higher the compatibility between the HOPSCA type and the socioeconomic context of Wuhan, the higher the premium captured by residential properties within the city areas. HOPSCA benefits the improvement of the quality of urban life, which promotes urban development. For policy makers and real estate developers, our findings suggest that matching the development types and the spatial layouts of HOPSCA with the regional socioeconomic contexts is critical for enhancing the value performance of such projects.
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1. Introduction

According to hedonic pricing theory, residential property value is based on the spatial mapping of the distribution of various facilities and the resources around the urban dwelling spaces [1,2]. Numerous studies on housing prices focus on living facilities [3,4], educational facilities [5,6],
commercial facilities [7,8], and transport facilities [9,10] that meet the various needs of residents. With the improvement of people’s living conditions, more research has increasingly turned to reveal the effects of specific urban resources, such as open spaces; green spaces [11–15]; and landscapes, such as, lake views and river views [16–18], on housing prices. Housing prices indicate the willingness of residents to pay for those facilities and resources when purchasing residential properties.

In recent years, a new form or project regarding real estate that integrates hotels, offices, parks, shopping malls, conventions, and apartments, known as HOPSCA, has flourished in many Chinese cities [19–21]. Integrating a variety of functions, including commerce, office, residential, and leisure, into a compact urban space, HOPSCA exhibits considerable advantages in creating a vibrant and efficient living space for urban residents [20,22]. With increased advantages in vitalizing urban spaces and optimizing life qualities, HOPSCA is viewed as promising and promotes the surrounding land values, which will be allow for generating appreciation in residential property values. It merits mentioning that China’s previous hedonic pricing studies have not considered this factor.

Existing studies on HOPSCA have been conducted mostly from the perspective of engineering construction, which address issues concerning the design function and site selection [19,23,24]. Although these studies aid in increasing our understanding of HOPSCA as a development mode to some extent, more research is required to reveal the effects of HOPSCA on residential property values [25]. To help close this research gap, this paper explores the relationship between HOPSCA-related variables (e.g., function type, site selection, accessibility, etc.) and residential property values. Specifically, we ask the following questions: (1) Are the effects of HOPSCA on property value statistically significant? If so, (2) what are the effects exerted by HOPSCA. (3) Does the effect reflect spatial heterogeneity? By exploring the spatial heterogeneity of HOPSCA’s impact on residential property values, we hope to provide guidance for the planning and development of HOPSCA. The salient contribution of this research is reflected mainly in our attempt to quantitatively measure the effect of HOPSCA on residential property values. Although many scholars measure factors that affect housing prices, such as parks, green spaces, transportation, and education, few studies have quantitatively measured HOPSCA, which is an emerging factor in understanding property values. This study tested the effect of HOPSCA on Wuhan City’s residential property values through the Hedonic pricing method. These findings will provide a reference point for similar studies in other Chinese cities.

Our study is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews and summarizes the related studies. Section 3 describes the methodological considerations, study area, data collection, and approaches used to quantify the relationship between the HOPSCA variables and residential property values. Section 4 presents and discusses the results. Section 5 concludes the study by summarizing the major findings.

2. Literature Review

HOPSCA is not a completely new notion. HOPSCA is the concrete practice of a mixed-use project under the guidance of mixed-use development [21,25–27]. In European and North American cities, both theoretical and empirical research on mixed-use development has long been carried out [28–30]. The central reason for the emphasis of those mixed-use developments is the creation of a diverse and dynamic urban environment [28,29,31,32]. From a public policy perspective, mixed-use projects are thought to help create a more vibrant and sustainable community [26,33]. The diverse and vibrant neighborhood created by mixed-use projects has been valued by academic research, and has even been considered as an important criterion for judging the success of such projects [32,34]. From the perspective of economic returns, the diverse functions of the mixed-use development bring more conveniences to neighboring regions, attract more creative and innovative talents, and bring financial success as an investment [35]. Successful mixed-use projects are financial rewards for developers and operators, as well as bringing amenity benefits for the community [36,37].

Although the efficacy of mixed-use development on residential properties has been increasingly recognized, few studies have sought to measure the performance of such projects [26,36]. Descriptive
articles, case studies, claims by developers, and advocacy of community are dominant in the literature [36,38,39]. These articles are mainly found in professional and practitioner journals or books, while the number of discussions in real estate, economics, and urban planning research journals is limited. More than that, the existing empirical studies on the effects of mixed-use development on residential property values present disparate results. Koster and Rouwendal [40] employed semiparametric estimation techniques to study the effect of the mixed land use on housing values. The results demonstrated that a diverse community is evaluated positively by families, as households seem to be willing to pay a premium of about 2.5% for homes in mixed communities. Moos et al. [41] compared housing affordability in mixed-use areas and other parts of the city by calculating various economic indicators, such as household housing expenditures and average housing costs. The results showed that in mixed-use areas, housing prices are slightly higher than in other metropolitan areas. Nakamura, Peiser, and Tort [35] used panel regression to analyze the main financial indicators of residential properties within and outside the boundary radius of the mixed-use projects. The results showed the absence of a clear return premium for residential properties close to a mixed-use area. Kusumastuti and Nicholson [42] adopted a stated preference survey and mixed-logit models to investigate residents’ preferences for living in mixed-use neighborhoods. By comparing the weights that those residents placed on the costs of housing purchase and transport versus the neighborhood costs associated with mixed-use development, the results showed that most of those residents prefer to live in low-density single-use neighborhoods rather than in higher-density mixed-use neighborhoods.

Summarizing the existing research, we found that the difficulties of measuring the effect of mixed-use development on residential property values were two-fold. Specifically, (1) the effect of mixed-use development should be embedded quantitatively into the driving factor system of residential property values. There is a need to choose unbiased indicators to explore the effects of mixed-use development on surrounding residential properties. (2) Choosing a suitable model to estimate the relationship between mixed-use development and residential property values under the framework of a hedonic pricing theory is necessary.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Methodological Considerations

This study seeks to measure quantitatively the effect of HOPSCA on residential property values; it involves two aspects. First, quantifying the effect exerted by HOPSCA is a key point in assessing the relationship between HOPSCA and residential property values. Accessibility plays an important role in the connection between HOPSCA and the surrounding communities [30]. Communities in proximity to HOPSCA can enjoy a pleasant living environment [38]. We selected accessibility as the proxy for the spatial interaction between HOPSCA and residential communities. Many methods were used to measure accessibility from different perspectives, such as space separation, cumulative-opportunity, and spatial interaction [43–45]. In most previous studies, spatial accessibility for a given type of facility was measured as the distance from the nearest facility, or the number or density of facilities within the neighborhood [46,47]. The nearest facility measurement assumes that the surrounding facilities other than the nearest one are not included in the possible destinations that the individual may choose. It is an unrealistic assumption, because developed transportation modes support the needs of people’s diverse facilities. The number of facilities within a neighborhood assumes that a facility situated just beyond the limit of a neighborhood (administrative unit or time/distance buffer) will not be accessible, and that all of the facilities within the neighborhood are equally accessible. This approach is questionable, because it does not take into account the impact of spatial barriers on facility accessibilities. Although these “classic” measurement methods are very popular because of their simplicity in understanding and calculation, their limitations are not negligible. In fact, the accessibility they provide is “one-dimensional” biased, because they ignore certain aspects of travel behavior, such as the supply side, space barriers, and so on. The gravity model-based approach is an important and
useful method for measuring spatial accessibility. This approach assumes that the accessibility of the facility is a spatial interaction of origin, destination, and spatial separation. Specifically, as the spatial separation (travel distance or time) between origins and destinations increases, the spatial interaction declines and the facility accessibility decreases. Thus, with a greater demand at the points of origin, or with a higher supply capacity and/or attractiveness at the destinations, the spatial interaction increases and the facility accessibility increases [46]. The main idea of this method is to consider the impact of the demand (population) side, the supply (facilities) side, and the travel impedance on spatial accessibility [48]. Based on spatial interaction, this approach effectively combines urban activities, such as development opportunities or service facilities, and transportation systems, considering aspects such as travel distance, travel time, and other costs that can measure the potential of residents to carry out urban activities comprehensively and accurately [48].

Second, a proper model is required to measure accurately the relationship between HOPSCA and residential property values. Recent studies have shown that spatial heterogeneity is a critical problem that cannot be ignored when studying housing prices [49,50]. Housing is a unique good; on the one hand, it is a fixed location and durable, and on the other hand, its characteristics are difficult to change as the market demands change. The supply of specific housing attributes typically presents a distinct spatial pattern within the urban area. For example, compared with new urban districts, houses in the old town tend to be older. The market’s demand for certain housing attributes, such as high-quality school districts or multi-functional HOPSCA, is difficult to change in the short term. For those housing attributes that are partially scarce, a strong demand from the housing market has led to an increase in the housing attribute price. Demand preferences for housing characteristics and location attributes lead to spatial changes in housing attribute prices. Therefore, the imbalance between the local supply and demand in the housing market leads to spatial heterogeneity in the price of housing characteristics. A growing body of research has shown that controlling the location and spatial structure of housing is critical for interpreting house price differences and for obtaining accurate coefficient estimates in the hedonic house price model. However, space issues are not always fully addressed in hedonic applications [51]. The hedonic housing model typically imposes a constant price structure on the housing characteristics of the entire market area. Failure to incorporate spatial heterogeneity into the model will result in a coefficient bias and a loss of explanatory power, which may mask important developments related to the operation of the housing market. Geographically weighted regression (GWR) is a local modelling method that explicitly allows parameter estimates to vary spatially [52]. Instead of specifying a single model to characterize the entire housing market, GWR estimates a separate model for each point of sale and weights the observations based on their distance to this point, allowing for unique housing attribute price estimates at each location [53]. This approach is attractive, because it only considers the sales that are similar to the subject property and makes price adjustments based on the differences in the characteristics in that subset. GWR embraces the existence of spatial heterogeneity and has been used widely in residential price research [49,53,54]. In this study, considering that HOPSCA is not evenly distributed in urban space, communities in different places have different spatial accessibility to HOPSCA. Therefore, we wish to find out the spatial pattern of the impact of HOPSCA on residential prices.

3.2. Study Area and Data Sources

(1) Study area

Wuhan (113°41′–115°05′ E, 29°58′–31°22′ N) is the capital of Hubei Province and a typical provincial capital of the cities in central China. It covers an area of 8494 km² and had a population of 10.77 million as of 2017 (Wuhan Statistics and Information Bureau, 2017). With an impressive economic strength, Wuhan’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2017 reached up to 13,410.34 billion yuan ($2030.70 billion), ranking it among the top 10 out of 334 Chinese cities (Wuhan Statistical Bureau, National Bureau of Statistics, 2018). In 2016, the investment of real estate in Wuhan reached 25.17 billion yuan, occupying 35.5% of the city’s fixed-asset investment (Wuhan Statistical Bureau,
Since its introduction in 2008, HOPSCA has experienced a decade of development in Wuhan. With a solid economic foundation, large population inflow, and a robust market demand, HOPSCA is now booming in Wuhan. As the core city in central China, a study on Wuhan’s HOPSCA will cast light on the construction of HOPSCA in other Chinese cities.

Recognizing that most HOPSCAs are distributed in the central areas of the city, we selected the main urban area of Wuhan as the study area; it encompasses a total area of 678 km² (Figure 1). A residential community and an individual residential unit are the basic units of housing price research in China. The general residential community is usually a relatively closed area, enclosed by walls or fences in urban areas, with multi- or high-story apartment buildings, roads, green spaces, and ancillary facilities built inside [55]. These communities are usually built by a real estate developer with a variety of infrastructure and public services [18]. An individual housing unit is the property owned by a homebuyer in a residential community. To rule out the redundant data generated by individual differences (e.g., orientation, decoration, and balcony) of single-family homes effectively, the general residential community rather than the individual residential unit is selected as the basic study unit.

![Figure 1. Location of the study area and sample residential communities. (a): Hubei Province in China; (b): Wuhan in Hubei Province; (c): main urban area in Wuhan; (d): residential communities in main urban area.](image)

(2) Data sets

This study involves four datasets that are presented in Table 1. These data sets are as follows: (i) Transaction price data for the community and the community-related attribute data such as age of construction, plot ratio, green ratio, property management fees, and population. Transaction price data of the 1595 residential communities in June 2017 in Wuhan were collected from the website “fang.com”, which is a professional real estate online platform with the largest real estate project database in China. All of the selected price data were the market prices for residential communities in the form of the average housing prices (in Yuan/m²). We used the average trading price of the same month so as to minimize the effect of parameter instability [56]. (ii) The HOPSCA data for Wuhan.
Overall, 42 HOPSCA of Wuhan with attributes of location, proportion of property, and time to market were collected from CricBigdata. We used the Gaode map to pinpoint the precise coordinate position of each HOPSCA (Figure 2). (iii) The points of interest (POI) data for Wuhan City. POI data are the core data based on location services. They usually contain information such as the name, address, longitude, dimension, category, and so on. A POI can be a school, store, tourist attraction, and bus stop. The degree of concentration of POI can reflect the level of public service facilities available in the area [57]. This data set was obtained from the Metrodatateam. The data set covers a wide range of transportation, educational, commercial, living, and leisure facilities of Wuhan City. We used this set to characterize the location and surrounding environments of the sample communities. (iv) The road network data of Wuhan. These data were obtained from the website “nature.com”, which provides detailed information on Wuhan City, including the road types and road lengths [58]. We used this data set for the subsequent analysis in discussing accessibility calculation and spatial visualization. Finally, we obtained the complete evaluation indicators of 1577 sample communities for the analysis.

Table 1. Description of the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Describe</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community data</td>
<td>Numerical value</td>
<td>Transaction prices and attribute data of sample communities</td>
<td>Captured from the Fang.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPSCA data</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>Property composition, project scale, and other HOPSCA attribute information</td>
<td>Obtained from CricBigdata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POI data</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>Various facilities of Wuhan City</td>
<td>Obtained from Metrodatateam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road data</td>
<td>Polyline</td>
<td>Types and lengths of Wuhan urban roads</td>
<td>available at: <a href="http://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201646">http://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201646</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Point and polyline are two fundamental abstractions of identifying spatial objects in spatial databases. HOPSCA—hotels, offices, parks, shopping malls, conference centers, and apartments; POI—points of interest.

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the hotels, offices, parks, shopping malls, conference centers, and apartments (HOPSCA) in Wuhan City.
3.3. HOPSCA’s Classification and Accessibility Calculation

(1) HOPSCA categorizing

Related studies show that heterogeneity exists in different types of HOPSCA because of their complex function combinations. Failure to categorize HOPSCA would create a bias in the results [26]. We classified the HOPSCA in Wuhan City into four types according to their dominant functional design, as seen in Table 2 [39]. Specifically, (i) commerce-oriented HOPSCA accounts for up to 38% of all HOPSCA. This type of HOPSCA is often composed of several super-large shopping malls or commercial streets, providing a large number of commercial facilities and a wide range of public events. These HOPSCA can generate a long-lasting flow of population and create a thriving surrounding commercial climate. (ii) Housing-oriented HOPSCA accounts for 36% of all HOPSCA. The main function of these HOPSCA is to provide an urban living space of a high-quality. This type of HOPSCA can attract urban populations to live in and improve the overall social vitality of the city. (iii) Balanced-development HOPSCA accounts for only 17% of all HOPSCA. Considering that any type of function can trigger high-intensity urban activities, this type of HOPSCA provides a balanced set of functions, covering commercial, office, and residential functions. A balanced-development HOPSCA attracts urban residents to carry out a wealth of activities, thus realizing the diversification of urban life. (iv) Business-oriented HOPSCA accounts for at least 10% of all HOPSCA. The main driving force of this type of HOPSCA is office buildings or office functions, which account for more than 50% of the total functions. Office buildings provide for a large number of enterprises, employ a large number of people, and provide the needs for other functions of the HOPSCA, such as businesses and hotels, which generate great social and economic value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Proportion (%)</th>
<th>Function Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commerce-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>The main function is commerce, whose proportion is at least 50%; auxiliary functions include office building, hotels, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>The main function is housing, whose proportion is at least 50%; auxiliary functions include office building, commerce, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced-development HOPSCA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Functions of commerce, office, hotel, and housing are equally designed; the proportion of each function is less than or equal to 50%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The main function is business, whose proportion is at least 50%; auxiliary functions include commerce, hotels, housing, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Measuring accessibility to HOPSCA

This study used accessibility to measure the degree of potential that urban residents can access HOPSCA from their residential communities and urban transportation systems. The potential model is a gravity model-based approach that has been widely used to measure spatial accessibility to various public service facilities [4,59]. There are several crucial parameter settings involving this model that should be specified. (i) In order to establish a unified index to express HOPSCA attraction, we use the project scale to represent the service capability or the supply-side of HOPSCA. The huge scale is one of the major features of HOPSCA. The multifunctional design and diversified use of spaces of
HOPSCA can be difficult to achieve without a large scale. The larger the scale, the greater the effect that can be exerted [38]. (ii) Unlike previous studies that included the population of a certain census tract, the demand factor in this study is calculated based on the population of the community residents, which better reflects the interaction between HOPSCA and the communities, otherwise known as the demand-side under the actual urban context. (iii) Accessibility to HOPSCA in this study is defined as the level of difficulty to access HOPSCA for the residents. GIS network analysis was employed to figure out the travel impedance between HOPSCA and communities in the form of minimum time. Because of the work by Karduni, Kermanshah, and Derrible [58], the city’s traffic network data formed by transit lines at different types and levels are well-prepared. This article adopts a widely-used and improved potential model formula, expressed as follows:

\[
A_{i}^{p} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{M_{j}}{D_{ij}^{p}}V_{j} = \sum_{k=1}^{m} \frac{P_{K}}{D_{kj}^{p}}
\]  

where \(A_{i}^{p}\) denotes the spatial accessibility from community \(i\) to a certain type of HOPSCA; \(n\) is the amount of each type of HOPSCA, equivalent to 16, 15, 7, or 4; \(M_{j}\) represents the project scale of HOPSCA \(j\); \(D_{ij}\) is the time cost between community \(i\) and HOPSCA \(j\); \(V_{j}\) indicates the effect factor of the community population size; \(m\) is the amount of communities, \(m = 1577\); \(P_{K}\) is the population of the community \(k\); and \(\beta\) is the decay distance parameter. It is worth noting that the parameter setting of the travel impedance in the formula is complicated to determine. We set \(\beta\) to 2 in this study, based on the existing research results [4,8,60].

3.4. Hedonic Pricing Method

Residential property value is a complicated composition that is influenced by many factors [1,61,62]. Under the framework of hedonic pricing theory, housing characteristics are generally classified into the following three categories: a structure characteristic, neighborhood characteristic, and location characteristic [63,64]. In this study, based on the hedonic price theory, we considered the construction of the evaluation index system of housing prices from both comprehensive and accurate aspects. Specifically, we considered the following aspects when selecting indicators. (i) The residential property values are influenced by numerous factors, many of which are quite similar. To avoid subjective mistakes in selecting factors, we sought to contain all of the possible factors initially. (ii) Some indicators are strictly defined. For example, whether a residential community belongs to a school district does not mean geographical proximity, but rather a designation under the policy perspective. (iii) Take the actual urban socioeconomic context into consideration. Wuhan has developed into a polycentric city with the development of urbanization. Some previous evaluation indicators, such as the distance to the CBD, cannot fully depict the true location conditions [15,16]. We selected 17 explanatory variables and divided them into four groups, as shown in Table 3.

The structure characteristic group of variables describes the internal properties of a community. In this study, the age of the community (in years; the age of a community is 1, 5, or 7, built in 2016, 2012, 2010 respectively) (AGE), the plot ratio of the community (RPOLT), the greening rate of the community (RGREEN), and the property management fee (FEE) are the structural attributes of communities. AGE refers to the age of the community. RPOLT is an indicator of the intensity of use of construction land use, which relates to the comfort of living. RGREEN refers to the degree of green area covered by the community, and FEE reflects the management level of the community.
Table 3. Description of explanatory variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Expected Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure characteristic</td>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>The years between construction year to 2017 (year)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPOLT</td>
<td>Ratio of the community</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RGREEN</td>
<td>Ratio of the green space area of the community</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEE</td>
<td>Property management fees (Yuan/Mon·m²)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location characteristic</td>
<td>NTRANSPORT</td>
<td>Quantity of transport facilities within a 1000 m radius of the community</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE&amp;M</td>
<td>Quantity of education and medical facilities within a 1000 m radius</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLEISURE</td>
<td>Quantity of leisure facilities within a 1000 m radius of the community</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NCOMMERCE</td>
<td>Quantity of commerce facilities within a 1000 m radius of the community</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLIVING</td>
<td>Quantity of living facilities within a 1000 m radius of the community</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood characteristic</td>
<td>METRO</td>
<td>Whether the community covers any metro station within 1000 m (yes = 1, no = 0)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
<td>Whether the community belongs to the designated school districts (yes = 1, no = 0)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE</td>
<td>Whether the community catches any famous lakes, rivers, park landscapes (yes = 1, no = 0)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BUSINESS</td>
<td>Whether the community within the prosperous business circle (yes = 1, no = 0)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility characteristic</td>
<td>ACOMMERCE</td>
<td>Accessibility to commerce-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHOUSING</td>
<td>Accessibility to housing-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABALANCE</td>
<td>Accessibility to balanced-development HOPSCA</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABUSINESS</td>
<td>Accessibility to business-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The location characteristic group of variables includes attributes associated with the quantity of service facilities. We used GIS software to set up a 1000 m buffer for the sample community and counted the number of facilities that fell into the buffer so as to characterize the surrounding environment of the community. Specifically, we used the number of bus stops and parking lots to calculate NTRANSPORT; the number of kindergartens, elementary schools, middle schools, education training organizations, and hospitals to calculate the NE&M; the number of parks, green spaces, and scenic spots within the buffer area of the residential community to calculate NLEISURE; the number of logistics networks, mobile business halls, hotels, barber shops, and shopping malls within the buffer area of the residential community to calculate NCOMMERCE; and the number of supermarkets, convenience stores, restaurants, and post offices within the buffer area of the residential community to calculate NLIVING.

The neighborhood characteristic group of attributes reveals the socioeconomic, natural, and human–environmental conditions of the sample communities. The binary variables were used to quantify the corresponding situations, such as, whether it belongs to the designated school districts (EDUCATION; yes = 1, no = 0); whether it is located in the business circle (BUSINESS; yes = 1, no = 0); whether it covers any Metro stations, within 1000 m (METRO; yes = 1, no = 0); and whether there are scarce resources, such as famous lakes, river, parks, and so on, (LANDSCAPE; yes = 1, no = 0). Specifically, we found information on school districts, business circles, and Metro stations from the website “fang.com”. Well-recognized business circles were selected, including Guanggu, Hanzheng Street, Jianghan Road, Jiedaokou, Simengkou, Wuguang, Wangjiawang, Xudong, Zhongjiacun, and Zhongnan. The scarce landscape resources were chosen from the existing studies on Wuhan City [14,15]; they were the Yangtze River, the East Lake, the Moshui Lake, the Sha Lake, the South Lake, Jiefang Park, and Zhongshan Park.

The accessibility characteristic group of variables is the focus of this study, and is used to characterize the effects of HOPSCA on residential communities. Accessibility to four types of HOPSCA
were quantified by the potential models mentioned in Section 3.3, namely, AHOUSING, ACOMMERCE, ABALANCE, and ABUSINESS.

Before the model estimation, we used SPSS software to perform data preprocessing (zero-mean normalization and collinearity diagnostics) on the 17 variables so as to remove any abnormal values and redundant data. The remaining 16 explanatory variables all passed the multicollinearity test, except for the NLIIVING variable.

3.5. Estimation Model Specification

Under the framework of hedonic price theory, models such as OLS, maximum likelihood estimation of functions, semi-parametric, and non-parametric estimators are traditional estimation models to quantify the relationship between the housing prices and the effect factors [63]. The GWR model has been regarded as an explanatory tool to develop a better understanding of the relationships between housing prices and its factors by mapping local rather than global parameters [49]. A considerable number of studies have shown that GWR outperforms other related models in dealing with spatial heterogeneity issues [49,53,65]. Motivated by the necessity to address space issues, GWR is used in this study as the core analysis method. Under the framework of the GWR, the residential property value was set as the dependent variable and the four categories of variables were selected as the explanatory variables. The mathematical form of GWR can be expressed as follows:

\[
P_i(u_i, v_i) = \beta_0(u_i, v_i) + \sum_{k=1}^{p} \beta_k(u_i, v_i)x_{ik} + \epsilon_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n,
\]

where \(P_i\) is the transaction price of community \(i\); \((u_i, v_i)\) is the geographical location of the sample community \(i\); \(x_{ik}\) is the \(k\)th explanatory variable of community \(i\); \(\beta_0(u_i, v_i)\) is the intercept term parameter of community \(i\); \(\beta_k(u_i, v_i)\) is the regression parameter associated with the \(k\)th explanatory variable estimated at community \(i\); \(\epsilon_i\) is a random component assumed to be distributed independently and identically; and \(n\) is the number of sample communities, \(n = 1577\).

It is worth mentioning that the distance metric selection and bandwidth size determination are key issues in the GWR model [66]. In this study, we used GIS software to run the GWR model. Under the GIS software, the kernel type and bandwidth methods are two parameters designed to solve the key issues in the GWR model. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used as the criterion to select the optimal result under the various parameter settings for the kernel type and bandwidth methods [67].

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Spatial Pattern of Accessibility to HOPSCA

Based on the potential model, we calculated the accessibility to four types of HOPSCA, namely: ACOMMERCE, AHOUSING, ABALANCE, and ABUSINESS. The statistical results of accessibility values under different types of HOPSCA are presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commerce-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>115.724</td>
<td>1.674</td>
<td>4.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>345.415</td>
<td>3.290</td>
<td>11.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced-development HOPSCA</td>
<td>1.494</td>
<td>128.663</td>
<td>6.381</td>
<td>7.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-oriented HOPSCA</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>56.953</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>2.567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard deviation values revealed the degree of dispersion of the HOPSCA accessibility values. The statistical results showed that the spatial accessibility values of both the housing-oriented
HOPSCA and the balanced-development HOPSCA are dispersed, indicating that the accessibility values of these two types of HOPSCA have a large fluctuation range. The spatial accessibility values of commerce-oriented and business-oriented HOPSCA are small, which indicate that the distribution of accessibility values of these two types of HOPSCA is concentrated. Based on the perspective of space, four types of HOPSCA exhibit different accessibility spatial patterns in Wuhan, as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Spatial accessibility to HOPSCA in the main urban area of Wuhan: (a) commerce-oriented HOPSCA, (b) housing-oriented HOPSCA, (c) balanced-development HOPSCA, and (d) business-oriented HOPSCA. Note: To improve the visualization of the spatial distribution of accessibility to HOPSCA (left), we used the interpolation technique to smooth the distribution map (right).
The four types of HOPSCA exhibit the following spatial distribution patterns: (1) Communities with high accessibility to commerce-oriented HOPSCA are distributed along the northwest to southeast areas; these are perpendicular to the Yangtze River. (2) The accessibility values of housing-oriented HOPSCA decrease gradually from the two sides of the Yangtze River to the outskirts of the city. (3) The accessibility values of the balanced-development HOPSCA present a clustered pattern. High accessibility values are distributed mainly in the northeast and southwest region of the city. (4) The distribution of accessibility to business-oriented HOPSCA shows a core-periphery and compact pattern, whereas high accessibility values are concentrated in the central and the southeastern regions of Wuhan City.

4.2. The Overall Effects of HOPSCA on Residential Property Values

In this section, the GWR model was used to explore the effect factors of the Wuhan residential prices. The statistical significance of the coefficients was tested using the SPSS software. As shown in Table 5, we found a statistically significant relationship between the HOPSCA variables and housing values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>−0.153 ***</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLOT</td>
<td>0.028 ***</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGREEN</td>
<td>0.078 ***</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE</td>
<td>0.261 ***</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTRANSPORT</td>
<td>0.419 ***</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE&amp;M</td>
<td>0.183 ***</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLEISURE</td>
<td>−0.119 ***</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCOMMERCE</td>
<td>−0.284 ***</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESSCIRCLE</td>
<td>−0.024 ***</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE</td>
<td>0.218 ***</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METRO</td>
<td>0.009 ***</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
<td>0.075 ***</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOMMERCE</td>
<td>0.036 ***</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHOUSING</td>
<td>0.018 ***</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABALANCE</td>
<td>0.108 ***</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABUSINESS</td>
<td>−0.024 ***</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICc</td>
<td>3544.158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² Adjusted</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AICc—Akaike information criterion; *** indicates significance at the 1% level.

The regression coefficients of the GWR model cover both positive and negative values. From the perspective of the premium level of residential properties generated by various types of HOPSCA in Wuhan, most types of HOPSCA exert positive value effects. Among them, the balanced-development HOPSCA had the greatest potential for capitalization. However, the business-oriented HOPSCA had a negative effect on the housing prices. The premium levels resulting from four types of HOPSCA are ranked as follows: ABALANCE (10.8%) > ACOMMERCE (3.6%) > AHOUSING (1.8%) > ABUSINESS (−2.4%). The regression coefficient indicates that the value of the residential property increased by 10.8% under the influence of balanced-development HOPSCA, ceteris paribus. A premium of 3.6% was captured in the surrounding residential properties under the effect of commerce-oriented HOPSCA. Similarly, housing-oriented HOPSCA (1.8%) had a positive effect on the surrounding residential communities. However, unlike the effects of the three types of HOPSCA described above, the accessibility of the business-oriented HOPSCA (−2.4%) has a negative effect on housing prices.

In fact, the effects of HOPSCA on residential properties are not necessarily positive. Rabianski, Gibler, Tidwell, and Iii [36] pointed out that when the mixed-use project exhibits an independent and introverted character that fails to integrate into the community, its accessibility advantages and
nuisance shortcomings may affect residential property values. The HOPSCA (commerce-oriented, balanced-development, and housing-oriented) provides services that are related closely to the daily needs of the residents, and therefore has strong links with the community. However, unlike the above three types of HOPSCA, the business-oriented HOPSCA serves the city’s high-end business activities, and this has little to do with community life.

The $p$-value level showed that the regression coefficient of HOPSCA varied significantly with the spatial position, indicating that the sample community’s premium level exhibits extremely significant spatial heterogeneity. In Section 4.3, we explored in detail the reasons behind the various levels of premiums that HOPSCA generates on residential properties in different areas.

4.3. Spatial Heterogeneity of HOPSCA Affecting Residential Property Values

Geographically weighted regression (GWR) has powerful local parameter estimation ability [66,67], which can reveal the spatial heterogeneity of HOPSCA’s effect on residential properties. We drew the spatial distribution pattern of the sample community values under the effects of HOPSCA according to the regression coefficient of the HOPSCA variables (Figure 4). The premiums for the residential properties generated using four types of HOPSCA varied from place to place. As shown in Figure 4, different color types represent the value performance of the residential communities under the effect of HOPSCA, where blue represents a high premium for residential communities. From the spatial distribution pattern of the blue patches in the figure, under the influence of the commerce-oriented HOPSCA and the balanced-development HOPSCA, the residential community on the right bank of the Yangtze River captures a high premium; under the influence of the housing-oriented HOPSCA, there are clusters of high-value communities on both banks of the Yangtze River; under the influence of the business-oriented HOPSCA, residential communities along the banks of the Yangtze River captured high premiums.

![Figure 4. Spatial heterogeneity of price premiums of residential properties generated by HOPSCA: (a) commerce-oriented HOPSCA, (b) housing-oriented HOPSA, (c) balanced-development HOPSCA, and (d) business-oriented HOPSCA.](image-url)
The premiums of the communities gradually increase from the western part of the city to the eastern part, because of the effects of commerce-oriented HOPSCA. Communities with high premiums are concentrated in the southeast part of the city. These areas have a strong commercial environment with a large number of shopping centers, department stores, and large supermarkets. With the accumulation of high-tech enterprises, high-end communities, and colleges and universities, these regions also have a sufficient number of high-quality consumers, which accelerate the upgrading of regional commercial entities [38]. The construction of commerce-oriented HOPSCA caters to the functional orientation of medium-to-high-end commercial development in those regions [22].

Under the influence of housing-oriented HOPSCA, the premium levels of communities present a clustered distribution pattern. Communities that capture high residential property values are concentrated in the northwest and southeast areas of the city. These areas are located in the comprehensive development zones in Wuhan City. These integrated groups are oriented toward functional development for desired residence and urban industries. The development of housing-oriented HOPSCA fits well within the jobs–housing balance policy in these regions.

The premium levels of the communities presented a remarkable spatial heterogeneity under the influence of balanced-development HOPSCA. The high-premium communities gather in the eastern part of the city. The region develops mainly urban functions, such as science and education, culture, high technology, financial commerce, and provincial administrative center services. The development of balanced-development HOPSCA satisfies the various types of functional demands in the region.

The proportion of communities producing premiums under the influence of business-oriented HOPSCA is small. These communities are concentrated mainly along the banks of the Yangtze River. This region is the Wuhan Riverside Business District, which gathers international and regional corporate headquarters to provide international high-end business and cultural leisure functions. The region is headed by the headquarters economy and is dominated by high-end businesses. The construction of business-oriented HOPSCA benefits the development of business districts. However, the results indicated that business-oriented HOPSCA exerts negative effects on most communities. The diverse functions of HOPSCA have led to high-intensity urban activities, which may introduce negative externalities of an audiovisual nature to the surrounding residential communities [68]. To be specific, the supplies offered by HOPSCA and the demands required by the residents are somewhat conflicting, for instance, HOPSCA brings busy streets and attracts a strong flow of people and traffic for a long time, but the surrounding residents want a quiet living environment [28,31].

5. Conclusions

HOPSCA has great potential for creating attractive and vibrant neighborhoods and improving the quality of urban life. It offers a variety of functions within a compact urban space, allowing residents to carry out their daily activities more centrally without the need to seek services from other areas of the city. Assuming that home buyers are willing to pay more for residential properties that have access to HOPSCA, we explored the effects of HOPSCA on residential properties. The results indicate the following: (1) Most types of HOPSCA captured price premiums on the residential property values, including commerce-oriented (3.6%), housing-oriented (1.8%), and balanced-developmental HOPSCA (10.8%). However, not all of the projects produced the expected positive effects. The business-oriented HOPSCA had a negative effect on property values (−2.4%). (2) Significant spatial differences were observed in the effects of HOPSCA on the residential property values. We found that the strong correlation between the HOPSCA type and the regional socioeconomic development background could generate a higher premium level of residential properties within the study area. With rapid urbanization and citizens’ pursuit of better life quality in China, the development prospects of HOPSCA are promising in the near future. Based on the theoretical perspective of mixed-use development, this paper conducts an empirical study on the relationship between HOPSCA and residential property values. We constructed an effective model to measure the spatial impact of accessibility to different
types of HOPSCA on residential property values. The results reveal that the value performance of HOPSCA has a significant type and spatial heterogeneity. Taking Wuhan as the case study, we hope this work will provide insights for those engaged in the actual construction of HOPSCA, such as government policy makers, urban planners and real estate developers. Our findings are limited to the typical city in central China (Wuhan), but have lessons for large Chinese cities with similar HOPSCA development models and urban socioeconomic backgrounds.

To measure the relationship between HOPSCA and residential property values, factors including the functional types, spatial layout, accessibility, and building scale were considered. Future works should focus on factors such as the post-occupancy evaluations. In using HOPSCA, the emotional experience of residents, such as satisfaction, can reflect the value performance of such projects. With the development of information technology, evaluation information based on individual experience can be verified as a new type of data from the perspective of social perception [69]. We believe the introduction of this new data source will provide a new perspective for the value measurement of HOPSCA in the future.
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